VarFish: comprehensive DNA variant analysis for diagnostics and research
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ABSTRACT

VarFish is a user-friendly web application for the quality control, filtering, prioritization, analysis, and user-based annotation of DNA variant data with a focus on rare disease genetics. It is capable of processing variant call files with single or multiple samples. The variants are automatically annotated with population frequencies, molecular impact, and presence in databases such as ClinVar. Further, it provides support for pathogenicity scores including CADD, MutationTaster, and phenotypic similarity scores. Users can filter variants based on these annotations and presumed inheritance pattern and sort the results by these scores. Variants passing the filter are listed with their annotations and many useful linkouts to genome browsers, other gene/variant data portals, and external tools for variant assessment. VarFish allows users to create their own annotations including support for variant assessment following ACMG-AMP guidelines. In close collaboration with medical practitioners, VarFish was designed for variant analysis and prioritization in diagnostic and research settings as described in the software’s extensive manual. The user interface has been optimized for supporting these protocols. Users can install VarFish on their own in-house servers where it provides additional lab notebook features for collaborative analysis and allows re-analysis of cases, e.g. after update of genotype or phenotype databases.

INTRODUCTION

Targeted sequencing (1) such as gene panel or whole exome sequencing (WES) has become common in clinical genetics research and diagnostic applications. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is an emerging approach for such applications, yet interpretation of small non-coding variants remains challenging, and there currently appears to be no evidence for WGS being superior to WES in the clinic in relation its the higher costs; WES is still considered the most cost-efficient (2,3). Of course, the exome-like variants from WGS data can be analyzed in the same fashion as WES data. The interest in this area is shown by the large number of tools available for the scoring, filtering, and prioritization of exome-wide variants. We limit our discussion to freely accessible, web-based tools allowing for exome-wide variant analysis which focus on rare diseases; these include Exomiser (4), eXtasy (5), GeneTalk (6), MutationDistiller (7), OVA (8), Phen-Gen (9), Variant Ranker (10), VCF-Server (11), VEP (12) and wANNOVAR (13). These prior works cover different feature sets (shown in Table 1) and differ in stability and availability of their source code. The latter is particularly important when authors discontinue their ser-
vice. Common features include variant pathogenicity and gene-phenotype similarity scores, annotations and filtering by population frequencies. In the light of rapid growth and frequent updates of public databases, we view certain topics to be important emerging themes in the field of variant filtering and prioritizing. These include joint filtering of multiple cases, user-based annotation of variants and sharing thereof, building databases of analysed cases with variant assessments, and the re-evaluation of cases. Approaching these topics commonly requires duplicate work or advanced bioinformatics skills. Here, we report on our web-based application VarFish developed to tackle these challenges. VarFish is freely available without login at https://varfish-kiosk.bihealth.org and a demo version showcasing additional features available on in-house installations is available at https://varfish-demo.bihealth.org. Its source code is available for free at https://github.com/bihealth/varfish-server.

RESULTS

Feature comparison with state-of-the-art tools

Table 1 shows the features implemented in VarFish in comparison to state-of-the-art web tools (based on Figure 1 from (7)). The year of the latest update is important as databases on variants and genes are growing quickly. The support of the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) is relevant for prioritizing single exomes. Filtering based on affecting genes and regions is of interest when characterizing patient cohorts for variants in known disease-causing genes. Furthermore, support for multi-sample files or even multiple VCF files at once allows more advanced analyses. Implementing quality control features is important to gauge the quality of data in an integrated platform. Dynamic variant reports greatly improve usability over repeated submission of queries to batch systems. Tabular downloads (e.g. as spreadsheet files) make it possible to archive cases on the user’s computer and store them in clinical or laboratory information management system. Supporting users in annotating variants with flags, colour codes extends such systems in the manner of a laboratory notebook. Supporting users in the ACMG-AMP (14) classification of variants is useful for creating diagnostic reports. The possibility to organize cases in projects with project-based access control further fosters collaboration in data analysis and allows for using the in-house data in the variant analysis (as further explained in Section S1 in the Supplemental Material). Custom installations on the user’s own server can address data privacy issues. Finally, the availability of extensive documentation, tutorials and providing the tools without requiring user registration lowers the entry barrier.

The VarFish workflow

There are two major parts in the VarFish data processing workflow: the data preprocessing and import and the query construction and execution step, shown in Figure 1.

The input to the preprocessing and import step is a file in VCF (Variant Call Format) format (15) and optionally a PLINK (16) pedigree file. Each variant record is read from

Table 1. Feature comparison of state-of-the-art web-based tools for variant filtering and prioritization. The tools are ordered by the date of the most recent update, ties are broken by number of features.

| Tool       | Latest update | HPO | OMIM | Gene lists/regions | No registration | Gene info | Demo/Tutorial | Quality filter | Interactivity | Tabular download | Batch data management | In-house DB | Collaboration | Multiple VCFs | Integrates VCFs | Source Code |
|------------|---------------|-----|------|-------------------|----------------|-----------|---------------|---------------|---------------|-----------------|---------------------|--------------|---------------|----------------|----------------|-------------|-------------|
| eXtasy     | 2013          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| Phen-Gen   | 2014          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| OVA        | 2015          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| Variant Ranker | 2017       | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| wANNOVAR   | 2017          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| GeneTalk   | 2018          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| VCF-Server | 2019          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| Exomiser   | 2020          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| MutationD  | 2020          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| VEP        | 2020          | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |
| MutationDistiller | 2020    | ✓   | ✓    | ✓                 | ✓              | ✓         | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓               | ✓                   | ✓            | ✓             | ✓             | ✓             | ✓           |

A tick mark ✓ indicates that the feature is present. Interactivity allows users to interactively change filter and sorting options. Tabular downloads allows users to download a spreadsheet (e.g. Excel) file with their results. User annotations allow users to leave notes for each result. VCF-Server allows users to perform external quality control with the tools of their choice. Parentheses for GeneTalk indicate that the feature is only available when using the PEDIA tool.
Figure 1. Illustration of the VarFish workflow. Sub figure (A) shows the preprocessing and import step that can be either triggered by computational on the command line (e.g. in parallel on a compute cluster) or by non-computational staff by upload to VarFish Kiosk. The annotated files are then imported into the VarFish database. Subfigure (B) shows the query construction and execution step. The form values are converted into a SQL query that is sent to the database server for execution. After execution, the results are reported to the user.

the file and annotated with molecular impact using the Jan
novar (17) library for both RefSeq (18) and ENSEMBL
(19) transcripts, with the distance to the closest exon in ei
ther database, with its population frequencies in the ExAC
(20), gnomAD (21), and Thousand Genomes Project (22)
databases, and its presence in ClinVar (23). The variants
are assigned a case identifier and are then imported together
with properties such as quality scores from the VCF file into
a PostgreSQL database table following the star schema pat-
tern common in data warehouse applications.

The input to the query construction and execution step
consists of the identifier of the case and the query settings
from the user (see below). It constructs a SQL database
query for selecting the variants based on the input criteria
and joins the central variant table to further metadata tables
(e.g. providing information about genes, variants, or con-
servation information). This query is then submitted to the
database system for execution. VarFish was developed for
use in genetics of rare diseases where users desire to create
short lists of variants (say <200) for further analysis based
on population frequency, genotype/segregation in families,
molecular impact, and other criteria (24). In particular, the
first three criteria can be used to greatly reduce the num-
ber of resulting variants. By employing the star schema pat-
tern, database indices can be created for the most common
queries and the (small) number of rows returned from the
query on the central variant table can be obtained fast.
The extensive metadata acquisition can then be limited to
this small number of rows. As a periodic background job,
VarFish tabulates the number of samples that each variant
occurs in heterozygous, hemizygous and homozygous state.
This allows for removing variants seen in many cases as is
the case for local polymorphisms or artifacts not seen in the
population databases because of differences in variant call-
ing. This feature is not available in the public ‘kiosk’ mode
where users cannot be trusted and could run reidentification
attacks (25). Further aspects of the query generation and
execution are explained in Section S3 in the Supplemental
Material.

Quality control functionality

Another feature in VarFish is a global quality control func-
tion. Figure 2 shows an example of the quality control (QC)
plots available. The three plots follow the Peddy methodol-
ogy (26) and allow samples be examined for (un)expected
relatedness, the sex derived from X-chromosomal variants,
and depth-of-coverage vs. fraction of heterozygous variants.
A detailed description and interpretation guide is available
in the online VarFish user manual. Further, VarFish allows
users to provide quality control information for each sample
that cannot be derived from VCF files, such as coverage in-
formation in JSON format (https://json.org). This allows an
integrated display of QC information suitable for clinicians
as suggested by Shyr, cf. (27). Finally, the user can consider
this information for all samples in a project to evaluate a
sample in comparison to similarly processed ones or for a
whole cohort.

Database- and user-based annotation

VarFish integrates a growing list of databases with
Table 2 showing a list of the most important ones (a
full list of all databases is given in the online manual).
Databases such as gnomAD provide information on the variant frequencies within (sub)populations, dbSNP provides identifiers for registered variants, ClinVar provides variant pathogenicity and PubMed identifiers. Protein-level conservation information is derived from UCSC genome browser (28) data, the NCBI gene database provides gene summaries and gene reference into function (RIF) information, and the HPO (29) provides phenotype information. The background databases need to be imported when installing VarFish locally. An archive file with this data is provided for download. We provide the full Snakemake (30) workflow for downloading the data from open and free sources for reproducibility.

The VarFish result display lists extensive links to databases and data portals providing additional information. Furthermore, functionality for remote control of the integrative genome viewer (IGV) (31) and assessment of variants by tools such as MutationTaster (32) are provided. Resulting variant lists can be directly uploaded into MutationDistiller (7) for a complementary analysis. Further, users can annotate variants with flags, color codes and free-form text as shown in Figure 3. This figure also shows the support for computing and storing using the ACMG-AMP guidelines (11). Most criteria in ACMG-AMP require expert knowledge and some even critical reading of the literature. We thus decided that VarFish (at least in its current version) should not perform an automatic assessment but rather allow the user to select the points of evidence that they think the variant agrees with.

The user-based annotations of variants and cases are visible to all users with access to the project. This is meant to foster collaboration within the center who have access to the cases in a project by providing a central place for storing the variant assessment. Also, this helps in the case of working a case over time where an analyst might choose to further scrutinize a case that was screened earlier by another person. Section S2 from the Supplemental Material illustrates the variant annotation further.

Filtering interface

Figure 4 illustrates the filtering interface and workflow from the user’s perspective. The aim is to provide an easy access for inexperienced users yet offer high flexibility for experts. This is realized by providing two levels of presets. With no preset, VarFish provides a high degree of configurability for genotype, population frequency, variant quality measures (including variant call quality and variant allelic balance) and ClinVar annotation. On the first preset level, it provides default settings for several categories. For example, there are separate ‘super strict’, ‘strict’ and ‘relaxed’ population frequency settings under the assumption of dominant mode of inheritance, separate ones for assumed recessive mode of inheritance, and ‘strict’ and ‘relaxed’ settings for variant quality measures. On the second preset level, VarFish allows the user to select between settings such as ‘de novo’, ‘dominant inheritance’ and ‘recessive inheritance.’ For example, the second-level preset ‘recessive inheritance’ will set the genotype filter to return homozygous variants and compound heterozygous variants in the index (enforcing appropriate genotypes for the parents if present) with appropriate (yet strict) population frequencies and strict quality thresholds. The rationale is that users prefer to start reviewing a few promising variants first and then relax the filters while the total number of variants remains manageable. The user browses each variant in the raw data using IGV as well as the gene summary information and gene phenotype links. The results of this research can then be documented for each variant and flags are generated for the different categories (see above). In contrast, the second-level preset ‘de novo’ sets the genotype filter to ‘heterozygous’ for the index, and ‘reference’ for all other members in the pedigree, the population frequencies are set to very restrictive values, while the quality thresholds are relaxed and deeply intronic variants with a distance of up to 100 bp are included. The rationale is that de novo variants are very rare in trios and that even non-coding and low-covered variants are worth getting inspected, the latter also under the aspect of possible mosaic disease causing variants (33).

Joint filtering of multiple cases

VarFish is capable of filtering the variants of multiple cases at once. The resulting variants are annotated with the number of cases that have at least one variant identified in a given gene. The result can then be sorted by that number.

Figure 2. Quality control plots following the Peddy (26) approach. The plots are described in the main text.
Table 2. A selection of the most important databases whose data is integrated into VarFish or that VarFish links out to. A full list can be found in the online manual available at https://varfish-server.rtfd.io contains an updated version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Frequency</td>
<td>gnomAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Phenotype</td>
<td>ClinVar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene description</td>
<td>HPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint scores</td>
<td>ClinVar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>NCBI Gene &amp; GeneRIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link-Out Gene database</td>
<td>MutationTaster, varSEAKSplicing, VariantValidator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant score/tool</td>
<td>NCBI Entrez, GeneCards, PubMed, PanelApp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant database</td>
<td>Beacon Network, VarSome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genome browser</td>
<td>Locus in local IGV, Public UCSC, DGV, ENSEMBL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. User annotation of variants. Users can apply flags and color codes to variants and leave free-text annotations. Flags include ‘bookmark’, ‘reported as candidate’ and ‘final causative variant’ as well as ‘no phenotype linked to gene’. Color codes can be assigned in categories ‘raw data visual inspection’, ‘gene clinical/phenotype match’ and ‘validation results’ as well as an overall summary color. Also see Section S2 in the Supplemental Material.

to identify genes that carry rare variants of interesting impact and mode of inheritance. To demonstrate this, we performed a re-analysis of the original cohort used for identifying TGDS as a disease gene for Catel-Manzke syndrome published earlier (34). For this analysis, the second preset ‘recessive inheritance’ was applied first, followed by relaxing the quality thresholds as the data was generated in the early days of WES sequencing. Figure 5 shows the top results. Of the resulting 388 variant records the only gene carrying variants in all six sequenced cases was TGDS, the next gene listed matched only two cases.

DISCUSSION

We here present VarFish, a flexible platform for the automated annotation of small variants, their filtering and prioritization. We demonstrated its use and effectiveness in a practical use case. The system aims at empowering biomedical and clinician researchers to perform complex, customizable variant prioritization and filtering in a maximally flexible way. Instead of implementing new custom scores, VarFish builds on and combines best-in-class scoring algorithms such as CADD and MutationTaster for vari-
Figure 4. The filtering interface. The ‘Quick Presets’ control allows for the coarsest (yet easiest to use) update of filter criteria. The other fields in the top row allow presets for each category while the tabs in the form below allow to fine-tune filter and prioritization options where necessary.

Figure 5. Catel-Manzke cohort filtering results (first 15 variants shown) to reproduce the finding that TGDS is the most likely candidate for being the disease gene.

Annotation, filtering, and prioritization are shown to the user, allowing swift interactive processing by sorting variants according to different criteria. Comprehensive link-outs to external gene and variant databases are provided, and the integration of the IGV genome browser enables raw data inspection. Allowing the user to leave annotation flags, color code and free-text comments has proven highly useful for our in-house users. Data can be analyzed in an integrated platform up to ACMG-AMP variant assessment, followed by downloading a spreadsheet file for documentation in external systems.

We remark that the flexibility of VarFish comes at the prices of many filter settings that introduce a high degree of complexity when compared to Exomiser or MutationDistiller that work more similar to a ‘single click’ fashion. Both approaches (high vs. low flexibility/complexity) have their advantages and disadvantages and we plan to implement a ‘beginner mode’ in VarFish in future versions to lower the entry barrier for new users.

Further advanced features such as collecting cases in projects and performing joint queries on multiple cases at once allow answering research questions that previously required bioinformatics expertise. For example, this allows an integrated characterization of disease cohorts by screening for pathogenic variants in known disease-associated genes followed by a joint analysis of the remaining cases, e.g. to identify jointly mutated genes.

Finally, the pipeline to generate the background database files from publicly available sources and all software is free to use in academic and commercial settings. This ensures full transparency, allows for setting up a fully reproducible variant analysis pipeline, and provides users with the advantage of open source systems in that there is no vendor lock-in (in concordance with the FAIR (35) data management principles) and users are less dependent of the original software author. Both open and closed source soft-
ware have their advantages and disadvantages, including (in)dependency on commercial vendor’s decisions regarding pricing and discontinuing products and how easy it is to adjust the software to one’s needs. VarFish is used in the authors’ daily work and actively maintained. We welcome questions, comments, and suggestions via email or the GitHub project’s issue tracker.

CONCLUSION

VarFish is a flexible and powerful platform for variant filtering, prioritization, and user-based annotation. With its laboratory notebook features, it promotes collaborative analysis of cases within a center and the re-analysis of variants at multiple points in time. Future development will focus on the extension of re-analysis features, cross-center collaboration and supporting the analysis of structural variants, and support for whole genome data.

WEB SERVER IMPLEMENTATION

VarFish is implemented in Python 3 with the Django web framework based on SODAR-core (https://github.com/bihealth/sodar_core) using PostgreSQL 11 for data storage and querying and VCFPy (36) for file parsing. In our installation, it runs on a Linux container server with 128GB of RAM, 16 cores and 1TB of disk.

DATA AVAILABILITY

VarFish is available for public usage at https://varfish-kiosk.bihealth.org. A demonstration instance with additional collaboration features has been setup at https://varfish-demo.bihealth.org. The source code is available from https://github.com/bihealth/varfish-server.

No new data was generated for this study. For demonstration purposes we used data from a previous publication (34).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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